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download? If so,
where is the

software? A: First, I
would recommend

that you stop
downloading and
installing random
things, even if it's

free. Don't trust the
source and don't trust
the download. If you
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suspect that there is
malware on your
website, look for
those things with

your website's own
security tools. If you
don't have one, ask
your host for those

tools. For example, it
is possible that your
site is infected by a
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SQL Injection attack.
When you visit any

site, there are
probably some things
in your session that
your web server can
see and thus you can

find out. You can
also use Google to
check for malware.
In either case, you
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can only stop
malware in the future

if you find the
malware in the first
place. Q: rails : how

to define a string
variable in a helper
method? I defined a
string variable in a
helper like so: def

user_name
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@user_name =
"username" end but i

can't call it from
another method? def

new @user =
User.new

@user.user_name
end A: In Rails 4 you
can use the autoload
method to do this.

def user_name
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@user_name =
"username" end def

new @user =
User.new end def

index @user_name
end # in the view into
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ask what types of
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same criteria to
ascertain with what
severity a patient

presents, can be relati
vely well-defined.

Clinical-significance
cut-points

are established by
rigorous study design
and consideration of
factors, such as size
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